Terms and conditions
(A) Electrical storage appliances for heating the building or electrical storage appliances
for heating the utility water must be properly installed in the withdrawal site.
(B) The consumer will ensure the technical blocking of the electrical storage appliances
during times when the high tariff applies.
(C) Electrical storage appliances must be properly installed in the withdrawal site for
heating the building.
(D) The total installed input of the electrical storage appliances must be at least 55 % of
the input corresponding to the value of the main circuit breaker installed in front of the
electricity meter in the withdrawal site. The distributor shall grant the consumer this
tariff even if the total input of the electrical storage appliances amounts to less than
55 % of the value of the main circuit breaker installed in front of the electricity meter,
provided that the consumer demonstrates that the electrical output of the electrical
storage appliances corresponds to the thermal losses in the given heated building.
(E) Hybrid (mixed) electrical appliances must be properly installed in the withdrawal site
for heating the building.
(F) The total installed input of the hybrid (mixed) electrical appliances, including the
installed input of the storage appliances for the heating of utility water, is such are
installed, must be at least 50 % of the total installed input corresponding to the value
of the main circuit breaker installed in front of the electricity meter in the withdrawal
site. The distributor shall grant the consumer this tariff even if the total input of the
hybrid (mixed) heating electrical appliances amounts to less than 50 % of the value
of the main circuit breaker installed in front of the electricity meter, provided that the
consumer demonstrates that the electrical output of the hybrid (mixed) heating electric
appliances corresponds to the thermal losses in the given heated building.
(G) If there is an electrical storage appliance installed in the withdrawal site for heating
utility water, this appliance will be subject to the conditions of the D25d rate.
(H) The consumer will ensure the technical blocking of the storage parts during times
when the high tariff applies.
(I) Direct electrical heating appliances must be properly installed in the withdrawal site
for heating the building.
(J) The total installed input of the direct heating electrical appliances, including the installed input of the storage appliances for heating utility water, if installed, must be at least
40 % of the total installed input corresponding to the value of the main circuit breaker
installed in front of the electricity meter in the withdrawal site. The distributor will grant
the consumer this tariff even if the total input of the direct heating electrical appliances
amounts to less than 40 % of the value of the main circuit breaker installed in front
of the electricity meter, provided that the consumer demonstrates that the electrical
output of the direct heating electrical appliances corresponds to the thermal losses in
the building being heated.
(K) If the heating system is part of the communal parts of a building serving only for the
communal use of the owners or users of apartments, it must be connected by an
independent input and measured by independent metering equipment.
(L) The consumer will ensure the technical blocking of the electrical heating appliances
during times when the high tariff applies.
(M) The rate for heating with a thermal pump put into operation by 31 March 2005.
Putting into operation refers to concluding the first contract on delivery, the distribution
of electricity or a contract on affiliated services of an electricity delivery at this rate.
(N) The rate is intended for withdrawal points where the consumer credibly demonstrates
that for heating the building there is a system of heating with a thermal pump properly installed, the output of which corresponds to the thermal losses of the heated
building.
(O) The consumer will ensure the technical blocking of electrical heating appliances, apart
from the compressor of the thermal pump, during times when high tariffs apply.
(P) The rate for heating with a thermal pump put into operation by 1 April 2005. Putting
into operation refers to concluding the first contract on delivery, the distribution of
electricity or a contract on affiliated services of an electricity delivery at this rate.
(R) The tariff is intended for withdrawal points where the consumer credibly demonstrates
to the distributor that the building in question is heated using a properly installed and
used heating system with a thermal pump.
(S) The thermal output of the thermal pump covers at least 60 % of the thermal losses
of the heated building.
(T) If the heating system with thermal pump is part of the communal parts of a building
serving only for the communal use of the owners or users of apartments, it must
be connected by an independent input and measured by independent metering
equipment.
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PRODUKT

KOMFORT
KLASIK 24

Price of power
electricity1)

low tariff

KOMFORT
AKU 8

–

8 hours

KOMFORT
PŘÍMOTOP 20

KOMFORT
TČ 22
20 hours

Fri 12am–Sun 10pm

1,756 (2,1072)

1,688 (2,0256)

1,651 (1,9812)

1,606 (1,9272)

1,331 (1,5972)

1,501 (1,8012)

1,412 (1,6944)

0,991 (1,1892)

79,00 (94,80)

79,00 (94,80)

79,00 (94,80)

16 hours

20 hodin

KOMFORT
VÍKEND 24

Price of electricity
high tariff

CZK/kWh

low tariff

CZK/kWh

1,691 (2,0292)

1,507 (1,8084)

1,241 (1,4892)

Monthly fee for withdrawal site
CZK

Distribution RATE

79,00 (94,80)

79,00 (94,80)

D01d

D02d

(CONDITIONS)

Price for distribution of electricity
and other payments STIPULATED BY LEGISLATION 2)

KOMFORT
KOMBI 16

high tariff

CZK/MWh

low tariff

CZK/MWh

2 110,69 (2 532,83)

1 606,19 (1 927,43)

79,00 (94,80)

D25d

D26d

(A) (B)

(B) (C) (D)

D35d

1 553,79 (1 864,55)

633,09 (759,71)

202,49 (242,99)

19,90 (23,88)

19,90 (23,88)

19,90 (23,88)

D45d

D55d

D56d

(G) (M) (N) (O)

(G) (O) (P) (R) (S) (T)

202,49 (242,99)

202,49 (242,99)

202,49 (242,99)

2 435,29 (2 922,35)

19,90 (23,88)

19,90 (23,88)

19,90 (23,88)

19,90 (23,88)

(G) (I) (J) (K) (L)
(E) (F) (G) (H)
Fee for quantity of electricity distributed

D61d

Monthly fee for input depending on size of main circuit breaker in front of electricity meter
up to 3x10 A or to 1x25 A inclusive

CZK

6,00 (7,20)

27,00 (32,40)

39,00 (46,80)

78,00 (93,60)

84,00 (100,80)

93,00 (111,60)

40,00 (48,00)

93,00 (111,60)

6,00 (7,20)

above 3x10 A to 3x16 A inclusive

CZK

10,00 (12,00)

43,00 (51,60)

62,00 (74,40)

125,00 (150,00)

134,00 (160,80)

149,00 (178,80)

63,00 (75,60)

149,00 (178,80)

10,00 (12,00)

above 3x16 A to 3x20 A inclusive

CZK

12,00 (14,40)

54,00 (64,80)

78,00 (93,60)

156,00 (187,20)

168,00 (201,60)

186,00 (223,20)

79,00 (94,80)

186,00 (223,20)

12,00 (14,40)

above 3x20 A to 3x25 A inclusive

CZK

15,00 (18,00)

68,00 (81,60)

98,00 (117,60)

195,00 (234,00)

210,00 (252,00)

233,00 (279,60)

99,00 (118,80)

233,00 (279,60)

15,00 (18,00)

above 3x25 A to 3x32 A inclusive

CZK

19,00 (22,80)

86,00 (103,20)

125,00 (150,00)

250,00 (300,00)

269,00 (322,80)

298,00 (357,60)

127,00 (152,40)

298,00 (357,60)

19,00 (22,80)

above 3x32 A to 3x40 A inclusive

CZK

24,00 (28,80)

108,00 (129,60)

156,00 (187,20)

312,00 (374,40)

336,00 (403,20)

372,00 (446,40)

158,00 (189,60)

372,00 (446,40)

24,00 (28,80)

above 3x40 A to 3x50 A inclusive

CZK

30,00 (36,00)

135,00 (162,00)

195,00 (234,00)

390,00 (468,00)

420,00 (504,00)

465,00 (558,00)

198,00 (237,60)

465,00 (558,00)

30,00 (36,00)

above 3x50 A to 3x63 A inclusive

CZK

38,00 (45,60)

170,00 (204,00)

246,00 (295,20)

491,00 (589,20)

529,00 (634,80)

586,00 (703,20)

249,00 (298,80)

586,00 (703,20)

38,00 (45,60)

above 3x63 A

CZK/A

0,60 (0,72)

2,70 (3,24)

3,90 (4,68)

7,80 (9,36)

8,40 (10,08)

9,30 (11,16)

3,90 (4,68)

9,30 (11,16)

0,60 (0,72)

above 1x25 A

CZK/A

0,20 (0,24)

0,90 (1,08)

1,30 (1,56)

2,60 (3,12)

2,80 (3,36)

3,10 (3,72)

1,30 (1,56)

3,10 (3,72)

0,20 (0,24)

598,27 (717,92)

598,27 (717,92)

598,27 (717,92)

598,27 (717,92)

Price of other regulated services and tax on electricity3)

Total price
of electricity

CZK/MWh

598,27 (717,92)

598,27 (717,92)

598,27 (717,92)

598,27 (717,92)

598,27 (717,92)
Price for electricity consumed

high tariff

CZK/kWh

low tariff

CZK/kWh

4,21596 (5,05915)

3,71146 (4,45375)

3,84306 (4,61167)

2,92236 (3,50683)

2,55676 (3,06811)

2,48876 (2,98651)

2,45176 (2,94211)

2,45176 (2,94211)

4,63956 (5,56747)

1,85917 (2,23100)

1,85917 (2,23100)

1,94917 (2,33900)

2,11917 (2,54300)

2,03017 (2,43620)

2,03017 (2,43620)

1,60917 (1,93100)

Total monthly fee
CZK

79,00 + fee according to relevant value of circuit breaker (94,80 + fee according to relevant value of circuit breaker with VAT)

The prices shown in bold are without VAT, the prices shown in brackets include VAT. The total prices including VAT serve as a rough guide for the customer and were calculated on the basis of prices without VAT and rounded up/down.
Notes: 1) Products can be combined only with the distribution rates in the appropriate column • 2) in accordance with the price decision of the ERA No. 6/2011 (for the distribution system operated by PREdistribuce, a. s.) • 3) this involves the total price of the systemic services, the price for the support of electricity from renewable resources,
the combined production of electricity and heat, and the price of the billing activities of Operátor trhu, a.s., in accordance with the price decision of the ERA No. 5/2011, and tax on electricity as enshrined in Act 261/2007 Coll. This applies to every MWh consumed during both peak and off-peak times. The price for distribution, systemic
services on the level of the distribution system, the coverage of additional costs linked with support for electricity, and the price of the billing activities of the Market Operator are stipulated by a price decision of the Energy Regulatory Authority and PRE cannot influence them under any circumstances.

